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WHITEPAPER
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Version 3.0

Thank

you for your interest in our Whitepaper.

Hopefully, you will find the content objective, informative and insightful.
Your feedback is highly appreciated.
We believe in the true nature of blockchain technology
and we are true libertarians
and believe in “as much liberty as possible” and “as little government as necessary.”
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Abstract
When you look at CryptoCurrency anno 2019 and the essence
of Satoshi Nakamoto’s first launched BitCoin Whitepaper
on October 31 of 2008.
You could clearly see some challenges of what cryptocurrency
is facing right now.
The idea of a Genuine Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System
was Born with BitCoin and still remains its goal.
The facts we are facing in 2019 what goes to BitCoin
is high transaction costs and also slow transaction speed.
The BitCoin and the Litecoin team are working
on lightning technology,
further atomic swaps, this will speed up the transaction time
and further one will be able to exchange
one cryptocurrency for another with ease they are trying to cope up with the challenges.
Further we see governments around the globe
trying to regulate BitCoin and other cryptocurrencies
and also making their own state issued cryptocurrencies.
They want to have control and not lose control.
The fact is that cryptocurrency is here to stay,
you cannot stop BitCoin or any other cryptocurrency.
The only way is to shut down the whole internet
and that would not be an option, so they have no alternative
than to accept the world
we are living in and this involves Cryptocurrency.
https://www.bitcoinone.io
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We in BitCoin ONE supports decentralized cryptocurrencies,
not Ripple that is controlled by the banks
or state issued.
We support decentralized projects like BitCoin, Verge & DigiByte,
because they are the core
and essence of what cryptocurrency is about.
“What is needed is an electronic payment system
based on cryptographic proof instead of trust,
allowing any two willing parties to transact
directly with each other without
the need for a trusted third party,” explains Nakamoto’s paper.
Bottom line is we do not need banks or governments
to control our money and decides its value.
With cryptocurrency;
Anyone no matter if they are rich or poor,
race or religion have the financial freedom
to setup a free wallet with no ID checks and transfer
any amount to any person on the planet.
“This is what we call freedom and decentralization”.
With 3 billion unbanked people in Africa and Asia
with no bank account,
“simply because they are not welcome or rich enough” Cryptocurrency can play a major difference in their everyday life.
We believe that cryptocurrency is their way out of poverty
and we have a mission to help these people with an overall plan
that involves BitCoin ONE and our own developed blockchain.
https://www.bitcoinone.io

Technical Info
Name: BitCoin ONE
Ticker: BTCONE
Type: Quark Algoritm
Total Supply: Infinite, estimated 210 Million in 2024
Circulation Supply: Changing because of POS
Premined: 100 Million
Block Reward: POS 20 / MASTERNODE 30
Block Time: 60 Seconds
Mining: Proof-Of-Stake

https://www.bitcoinone.io
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Overview
We premined 100 million BTCONE.
We have allocated coins for reserve and development,
in this way the demand and underlying value of the coins
will be high due to the limited amount out in the market.
These actions will make it a stable and secure coin to invest in.
30,000,000 Development / Reserve
20,000,000 Marketing / Bounty
2,000,000 Charity

https://www.bitcoinone.io
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The Project
We in BitCoin ONE wants to make a difference and
that is what this project and mission is about.
We aim to make a difference for all the people
that do not have a bank account.
BitCoin ONE is a cryptocurrency and a decentralized project,
and we would love to see people and businesses
around the world adopt the project.
Blockchain is one of the most amazing innovations
in our lifetime and we are still in the early phase.
We believe and trust in Blockchain and know the potential
and what it can bring to the 3 billion
people with no bank accounts in the world.

https://www.bitcoinone.io
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The Team
The core team behind BitCoin ONE
has a background in the following areas;
IT Development, Banking & Marketing.
We have a great insight in banking and we know
what the challenges are, which many people are facing
when opening a bank account today.
Further we have core developers
which have been active in other crypto projects
and these skills will help us develop BitCoin ONE
and take us to the next step,
which is going to be our own blockchain solution.
If you are a developer please reach out,
we can always use an extra hand.

https://www.bitcoinone.io
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Roadmap
In 2019 are we going to add more partners
and new exchanges that will support our blockchain.
Q1:
Blockchain
New Website
Mobile Wallet
Q2:
E-Commerce Plugins and Integration
Q3:
Exchange or listed on Exchange,
where BTCONE is the main tradingpair.
Q4:
Integration into Crypto Creditcard

https://www.bitcoinone.io
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New Blockchain
BitCoin ONE has developed its own blockchain to ensure
even faster transactions than those on the Ethereum network.
We now have instant transfer of funds.
Further transactions can now be done with zero fees.
The new blockchain is Proof-Of-Stake and each user who
has the wallet open, receive a reward (what is called a
block reward).
We have allocated the funds so this blockchain
should be substainable for the years to come, furthermore
allocated a percentage of coins
in this project for charity and other projects
to help people get out of poverty around the globe.
We have also allocated an amount of coins to secure
further development, marketing and operations.
We would like to stand out and make a difference.
We encourage people to take part of this project
and we need help in a wide range of areas from
support, development, project ambassadors and more.
Thank you for reading the Whitepaper.
If you have any questions or if you would like to take part
in this project, please reach out to us.

https://www.bitcoinone.io
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